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A syndrome characterized by ST-segment elevation in right precordial leads (V1 to V3) that is unrelated to ischemia, electrolyte disturbances, or obvious structural heart disease was reported as early as 1953,1 but was first described as a distinct clinical entity associated with a high risk of sudden cardiac death in 1992.2–4 The Brugada syndrome is a familial disease that displays an autosomal dominant mode of transmission, with incomplete penetrance and an incidence ranging between 5 and 66 per 10 000. In regions of Southeast Asia where it is endemic, the clinical presentation of Brugada syndrome is distinguished by a male predominance (8:1 ratio of male:female) and the appearance of arrhythmic events at an average age of 40 years (range: 1 to 77 years).2,5 Although a number of candidate genes are considered plausible, thus far the syndrome has been linked only to mutations in SCN5A, the gene encoding for the α subunit of the sodium channel.6

A number of ambiguities exist concerning the diagnosis of Brugada syndrome. The electrocardiographic signature of the syndrome is dynamic and often concealed, but can be unmasked by potent sodium channel blockers such as flecaïnide, ajmaline, and procainamide,7 although the specificity of this effect for uncovering patients at risk for sudden death has been an issue of concern. A recent report by Remme et al8 has shown that the number of idiopathic ventricular fibrillation abnormalities in the absence of identifiable structural cardiac abnormalities or other conditions or agents known to lead to ST-segment elevation in the right precordial leads (Table 1). Three types of repolarization patterns are recognized (Figure 1). Type 1, described in a 1992 article,2 is characterized by a prominent coved ST-segment elevation displaying J wave amplitude or ST-segment elevation ≥2 mm or 0.2 mV at its peak followed by a negative T-wave, with little or no isoelectric separation. Type 2 also has a high take-off ST-segment elevation, but in this case, J wave amplitude (≥2 mm) gives rise to a gradually descending ST-segment elevation (remaining ≥1 mm above the baseline), followed by a positive or biphasic T-wave that results in a saddle back configuration. Type 3 is a right precordial ST-segment elevation of <1 mm of saddle back type, coved type, or both. It should be stressed that delineation of the J wave is sometimes tricky (second ECG in Figure 1) and that these descriptions are based on the correct placement of the precordial leads, although characteristic ECG features obtained with alternative placement of the right precordial leads
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in a superior intercostal space in individuals with high clinical suspicion (aborted sudden cardiac death victims, family members of patients with Brugada syndrome) may also disclose the presence of the arrhythmic substrate. In select cases one may even consider rightward displacement. However, the r’ deflection in leads V1R, V2R, etc., should be interpreted with caution. Characteristic ECG morphologies recorded in the first few hours after resuscitation or immediately after DC shock cannot be taken as diagnostic of the Brugada syndrome. As shown in Figure 1, the ST segment is dynamic. Different patterns may be observed sequentially in the same patient or following the introduction of specific drugs (see below).

The QT-interval is often within normal limits (in the absence of anti-arrhythmic drug therapy), but it may be prolonged. In the initial series described by Brugada and Brugada, 3 out of 6 males had a QTc >440 ms. In male Thai patients with RBBB and ST-elevation, mean QT, was slightly longer than normal. Families with (drug-induced) ST-segment elevation and QT prolongation have also been described.

Conduction disorders vary from non-specific to specific for any given part of the conduction system (in drug-free state). To the former category belongs the often-encountered pronounced broad S in leads I, II, and III, giving rise to left or extreme axis deviation. A left axis may also indicate a left anterior hemiblock. A true RBBB may be seen with or without right or left axis deviation. The high take-off ST segment previously discussed may mimic a RBBB pattern, but the absence of S waves in the left-lateral leads precludes the true presence of right ventricular conduction delay.

The PR interval is often increased (>200 ms) and presumably reflects the presence of HV-conduction delay (>55 ms). In a recent survey, the latter was found to be present in 20/21 Brugada patients, and although it was usually in the range of 65 ms, it may be as long as 110 ms. Eckardt et al, however, reported a mean HV interval of 49±12 ms in 35 patients, with only 6 patients having an interval over 60 ms.

Particular problems exist in the pediatric population because of the lack of control data, the different chest morphology, and the age-dependent predominance of right ventricular forces. Typical ECG patterns, however, have been observed in small infants, where eventual lethal arrhythmias might actually resemble Sudden Infant Death Syndrome. Hence, suspect symptoms with typical electrocardiographic features and/or a family history for sudden cardiac death, even at young age, should alert pediatricians to the possibility of Brugada syndrome.

**Drug Challenge**

Intravenous administration of certain drugs may modify the ECG pattern. Ajmaline (1 mg/kg body weight; 10 mg/min), flecainide (2 mg/kg; max. 150 mg in 10 minutes), and procainamide (10 mg/kg; 100 mg/min) exaggerate the ST-segment elevation or unmask it when it is initially absent. Sensitivity and specificity (with genetic data as the gold standard) for intravenous drug challenges are disputed. There is consensus, however, that in the case of procainamide, sensitivity is relatively low. Reproducibility of the test has not been established, and a recent study suggests that it might be less than 100%.

Drug challenge should be performed while the patient is continuously monitored (12 lead ECG and blood pressure) and with defibrillator and advanced coronary life support facilities close at hand. Accurate lead position and correct venous access should be ascertained. Drug administration should be stopped when the test is positive (see below) and/or when ventricular arrhythmias, including ventricular premature complexes, are evident, or when significant QRS widening (>30%) is observed. In the case of a negative baseline ECG, a J-wave amplitude of >2 mm absolute amplitude in lead V1 and/or V2 and/or V3 with or without RBBB is considered positive. In patients with type 1 ECGs, drug testing is not of additional diagnostic value. In patients with

---

**TABLE 1. ST-Segment Abnormalities in Leads V1 to V3**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Type 1</th>
<th>Type 2</th>
<th>Type 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>J wave amplitude</td>
<td>≥2 mm</td>
<td>≥2 mm</td>
<td>≥2 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T wave</td>
<td>negative</td>
<td>positive or biphasic</td>
<td>positive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST-T configuration</td>
<td>covered type</td>
<td>saddleback</td>
<td>saddleback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST segment (terminal portion)</td>
<td>gradually descending</td>
<td>elevated ≥1 mm</td>
<td>elevated &lt;1 mm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 mm = 0.1 mV. The terminal portion of the ST segment refers to the latter half of the ST segment.

---

**Figure 1.** Precordial leads of a resuscitated patient with Brugada syndrome. Note the dynamic ECG changes in the course of a couple of days. All 3 patterns are shown. Arrows denote the J-wave (see text for definition). The left panel shows a clear type 1 ECG. Between 7–2-99 and 13–2-99, types 2 and 3 are shown. Calibrations are given.
type 2 and type 3 ECGs, the test is recommended to clarify the diagnosis. Conversion of a type 2 or 3 ECG to a type 1 is considered positive (Figure 2). An increase in the J-wave amplitude of more than 2 mm without the development of a type 1 configuration is also considered significant, but in our experience is rarely observed. Conversion of type 3 ECG into type 2 is considered inconclusive.

Monitoring is recommended until the ECG has normalized (plasma half-life of flecainide is 20 hours, of procainamide is 3 to 4 hours, and ajmaline inactivated within a few minutes). Serious ventricular arrhythmias, including ventricular fibrillation (VF), may occur during the test. Immediate discontinuation of the drug is required, and isoproterenol infusion might be needed to treat the arrhythmias (1 to 3 \( \mu \)g/min isoproterenol\(^{14}\); P. Brugada, personal observations, 1999).

It seems intuitive that the more sodium channel block is needed to elicit the Brugada phenotype, the less likely the patient is to be at risk under baseline conditions. Indeed, it was recently shown that asymptomatic patients with an abnormal ECG only on drug challenge have a benign prognosis.\(^{16}\) Canine ventricular wedge studies suggest that a flecainide-induced Brugada phenotype does not necessarily indicate the presence of an arrhythmic substrate; it does denote the ability of sodium channel block to create the conditions under which the arrhythmic substrate may readily develop.\(^{17}\)

**Clinical Presentation**

All too often, syncope or sudden cardiac death is the only symptom in patients with Brugada syndrome. In some cases, sudden death is the first symptom of the disease. Monitoring of such patients has revealed rapid polymorphic ventricular tachycardias (VTs) as the underlying cause. VT usually starts with a short coupling interval. Self-terminating episodes typically lead to repeated episodes of syncope. Indeed, 80% of patients with documented VF have a history of syncope.\(^{15}\) Clinical reports indicate that sudden death in patients with Brugada syndrome most commonly occurs during sleep, in particular during the early morning hours.\(^{9,18}\)

It has been suggested that there is a higher-than-normal incidence of supraventricular tachyarrhythmias, including atrial and atrioventricular reentrant tachycardia in the Brugada population.\(^{13}\) Rarely, monomorphic VT is observed.\(^{19,20}\) Family history is of paramount importance and is often positive for sudden cardiac death at a young age.

The mean age at which symptoms first appear in affected individuals (males and females) is in the third to fourth decade. Among the first patients described, however, were symptomatic twins who were 1 year of age, and more recent reports describe families with symptomatic children.\(^{5,14}\) A patient in which first symptoms appeared at an age of 77 years has also been described.\(^{2}\)

**Electrophysiological Studies**

Electrophysiological studies (EPSs) may be helpful in risk stratification and in some cases in establishing the diagnosis. A complete EPS is recommended in all symptomatic patients. In VF survivors, EPS may be of little or no diagnostic value, but may be helpful in providing further insight into the predictive value of available diagnostic tools. In the absence of data on sensitivity or specificity of any EPS protocol, we suggest a protocol using 2 stimulation sites (right ventricular...
difficult because ARVC may at times mimic Brugada syndrome and structural abnormalities may only be found at time of autopsy.24,25 Before the diagnosis Brugada syndrome is made, a serious attempt should be taken to exclude ARVC. Drug challenge with sodium channel blockers may be useful in discriminating between these 2 diseases.7 Intuitively, one would expect a rightward shift of the \( \varepsilon \) wave, if present, in ARVC patients. Table 3 lists characteristics of the 2 diseases that may be useful in making a differential diagnosis.

Brugada syndrome should also be distinguished from early repolarization syndrome (with an eventual elevated J-wave amplitude in the left precordial leads) and from normal degrees of right precordial ST elevation in men, which may mimic a type 2 or 3 Brugada ECG pattern.26 Once again, a drug challenge might provide the clue for a proper diagnosis.

**Molecular Genetics**

Genetic linkage analysis may be of great help in arriving at a definitive diagnosis. There are several limitations, however. First, it may take weeks to months before a mutation in \( SCN5A \), the only gene thus far causally linked to Brugada syndrome, is identified. Second, there are few diagnostic laboratories capable of screening for the disease. Third, only a small fraction of patients can be successfully genotyped at this time (estimates vary between 10% and 30%). With the identification of other genes, this fraction will increase in future years. Finally, the identification of a new mutation in a sporadic case is equivocal at best. In such cases, data concerning the function of the abnormally encoded protein may be helpful in substantiating the physiological relevance of the gene mutation and in estimating the level of clinical risk. With regard to screening of relatives, a “proven” mutation in the proband could enable better follow-up and possibly more effective treatment of family members who may still be asymptomatic.

\( SCN5A \) mutations linked to Brugada syndrome have been found throughout the gene.27 A common denominator in all of these is a functional reduction in the availability of sodium channel current. Mechanisms identified thus far include failure of the channel to express, accelerated or premature inactivation, shifts of the steady state inactivation curves to more negative values, and increased likelihood for the channel to enter an intermediate inactivated state (with slow recovery kinetics).27

**The Diagnosis of Brugada Syndrome**

Brugada syndrome should be strongly considered in the following cases:

1) Appearance of a type one ST-segment elevation (coved type, Table 1) in more than one right precordial lead (\( V_1 \) to \( V_3 \)), in the presence or absence of a sodium channel blocker, and one of the following likely indicates Brugada syndrome: documented ventricular fibrillation; self terminating polymorphic ventricular tachycardia; a family history of SCD (<45 years); coved type ECGs in family members; electrophysiological inducibility; syncope; or nocturnal agonal respiration. There should be no other factor(s) that can account for the ECG abnormality. The appearance of the ECG features without these clinical

**TABLE 2. Abnormalities That Can Lead to ST-Segment Elevation in the Right Precordial Leads**

| Right or left bundle branch block, left ventricular hypertrophy26 |
| Acute myocardial ischemia or infarction29 |
| Acute myocarditis30 |
| Right ventricular ischemia or infarction31 |
| Dissecting aortic aneurysm32 |
| Acute pulmonary thromboembolism33 |
| Various central and autonomic nervous system abnormalities34,35 |
| Heterocyclic antidepressant overdose36 |
| Duchenne muscular dystrophy37 |
| Friedreich's ataxia38 |
| Thiamine deficiency39,40 |
| Hypercalcemia41 |
| Hyperkalemia42 |
| Cocaine intoxication43,44 |
| Mediastinal tumor compressing RVOT45 |
| Arrhythmogenic right ventricular dysplasia/cardiomyopathy24,25 |
| Long-QT syndrome, type 311,12 |
| Other conditions that can lead to ST-segment elevation in the right precordial leads |
| Early repolarization syndrome |
| Other normal variants (particularly in men)26 |

Whereas the last 2 “other conditions that can lead to ST-segment elevation” are more likely to give rise to type 2 and type 3 ECGs, most conditions mentioned in this table can give rise to type 1 ECG.

**Differential Diagnosis**

The list of factors contributing to ST-segment elevation is long (Table 2). Clinical diagnostic evaluation should be directed toward excluding each of these causes. Discrimination between Brugada syndrome and arrhythmogenic right ventricular cardiomyopathy (ARVC) may be particularly
Limitations

This consensus meeting started to develop a diagnostic scheme similar to “point systems” available for other arrhythmogenic disorders like the long QT syndrome. It was abandoned, however, when we came to the realization that such a quantitative approach would require more data than currently available. In particular, we lack data on the spectra of ECG patterns that may be associated with an increased risk of death. Because of that fact, we would like to stress once again that the proposed criteria are based on currently available data and that it is a work in-progress that is awaiting confirmatory molecular, patho-anatomical, and prospective clinical data. In particular, discrimination from ARVC should receive due attention.
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